Worldview Literacy

Unit #2 Exam

DO NOT WRITE ON THIS EXAM!

Multiple Choice--Select the best answer and record its letter on your answer sheet.
1) All of the following terms have been linked to what is called the illusion of central position
except which? a) egocentric b) ecocentric c) geocentric
d) heliocentric
2) Unlike someone whose worldview has an important place for "Global Vision" theme,
someone whose worldview has an important place for "Focused Vision" theme ________
a) pays less attention to details b) is less of a perfectionist c) is less task oriented
d) typically has concerns clustered at center of a space vs. time plot
3) Which of the following might characterize someone whose worldview has an important place
for the "Focused Vision" theme?
a) appreciates integrating, wholistic approaches
b) more of a lumper than a splitter
c) more of a generalist than specialist
d) micromanaging tendencies
e) values higher level thinking
4) At the bottom of Bloom's scheme for classification for the thinking-related objectives
are ____________________facts, data, and knowledge
a) mere comprehension of b) memorizing c) evaluation of d) application of e) analysis of
5) Suppose someone whose worldview has an important place for "Global Vision" theme, and
someone whose worldview has an important place for "Focused Vision" theme are studying
biology. You might expect the latter person to be most interested in _____________ .
a) molecular or cell biology
b) ecosystems c) destruction of habitat d) biosphere health
6) Someone whose worldview has an important place for "Focused Vision" theme might
conceivably be accused of all of the following except which?
a) being caught up in the excitement of the moment
b) having their head in the clouds
c) too busy to care about what's happening elsewhere
d) obsessed with details
7) All of the following might characterize a narrow worldview except which?
a) possesses tunnel vision
b) sectarian
c) narcissist, obsessive behavior
d) values task oriented, reductionistic approach
e) values lessons history teaches
8) All of the following terms connect with embracing self-centeredness in some way except
which? a) individualism b) egoism c) egocentric d) objectivist e) specialist
9) Scientifically, an organism's death can be described as a) a transition on "The Wheel of Life"
b) the astral body leaving the physical body
c) a metasystem transition
d) failure to maintain homeostasis
e) both choices c) & d)
10) A Christian whose worldview has an important place for the "Moralistic God" theme would
be expected to appreciate all of these concepts except which?
a) sin
b) salvation
c) immortality
d) rebirth
e) theophobia
11) A Buddhist whose worldview has an important place for the "Reincarnation" theme would
be expected to appreciate all of these concepts except which?
a) karma
b) Nirvana
c) The Wheel of Life
d) cosmic justice
e) cosmic recycling
12) Someone whose worldview has an important place for the "Scientific Materialism" theme
would most likely believe in which of the following?
a) out of body experiences b) immortal souls c) rebirth d) cosmic justice e) cosmic recycling

13) Someone whose worldview has an important place for the "Vitalism" theme could
conceivably accept the reality of all of the following except which? a) angels b) ghosts
c) life can be created in labs d) mediums do what they claim
e) astral projection
14) All of the following are terms that can refer to fates of souls except which?
a) immortality b) astral travel c) transmigrationism d) purgatory e) cosmic recycling
15) Which of the following refers to a path to salvation? a) the Protestant Work Ethic
b) an out of body experience c) theophobia d) a near death experience e) attending a seance
16) The Buddhists' _____________ symbolizes change and rebirth.
a) transmigrationism b) cosmic recycling c) Wheel of Life d) Nirvana e) baptism
17) The Hindu term that connects most intimately with the term soul is
a) moksha
b) prana
c) Ch'i (Qi)
d) atman
e) maya
18) ______________ is a Christian religious ceremony signifying spiritual rebirth.
a) communion
b) baptism
c) tithing d) retribution e) praising
19) Someone whose worldview (for religious reasons) has an important place for the "Self
Restrained Person" theme might conceivably practice which of the following?
a) retribution
b) shamanism
c) asceticism d) moral relativism e) moralism
20) As linked to what happens after death, which of the following is conceived of as a
temporary place of suffering? a) Hell b) Purgatory c) Nirvana d) Moksha e) Hades
21) The name of which great religion connects with the word "submission"?
a) Buddhism
b) Hinduism c) Judaism d) Confucianism e) Islam
22) Which of the following relate to describing, maintaining or restoring a balance?
a) equilibrium b) Yin & Yang c) Shamanic healing
d) all of these e) none of these
23) Conceptions of God known as "Authoritarian God" and "Critical God" are similar in that
both seem displeased but differ in that the latter is viewed as a) waiting to dispense justice
b) having more interaction with people c) non-moralistic d) less judgmental e) none of these
24) Conceivably, religious beliefs of what happens to people after their death might strongly
influence one's values and positions on all of the following issues except which?
a) abortion b) euthanasia
c) capital punishment
d) eradication of global poverty
25) According to some neuroscientists, the roots of _________ can be traced to neural networks
in the brain with mirror properties. a) egocentrism b) aggression c) empathy d) nativism
26) Someone whose worldview has an important place for the "The Golden Rule" theme
might conceivably exhibit heightened senses of all of the following behaviors except which?
a) retribution b) altruism
c) empathy
d) helping those in need
e) reciprocating
27) The idea that one good turn deserves another, or that one should return a favor is known as
a) retribution b) altruism
c) empathy
d) reciprocal altruism e) moral obligation
28) A retaliatory cycle that arises over a feud in which the relatives of someone who has been
killed or wronged enact vengeance by killing or hurting those deemed responsible for the initial
wrong or their relatives is a(n) _______ a) altercation b) vendetta c) blood aggression
d) example of displaced aggression e) example of the power of lust for revenge

29) Seeking vengeance is often a way for a shamed, victimized person to restore a sense of
a) justice and fair play b) law and order c) honor and self-esteem d) self-reliance
30) Which of the following associations is wrong?
a) Old Testament God / "an eye for an eye" b) New Testament God / "turn other the cheek"
c) Golden Rule / Village Ethic of Mutual Help
d) jealousy / ends with fear of loss
e) dehumanizing before killing / can involve scapegoating
31) All of the following involve fear or treating others in a mean, hatred way except which?
a) racism
b) homophobia c) misogyny
d) reciprocate
e) scapegoating
32) A modern, civilized way of employing the ancient threat "Give it to me or I'll hurt you!"
involves a) extortion b) employing "claw and tooth" ethics c) using "the law of the jungle"
d) filing a lawsuit
e) bribing politicians
33) Viewed from a "computational theory of the mind" perspective, _________________ are
mechanisms that set the brain’s highest level goals.
a) values b) fears c) emotions
d) algorithms
e) neural networks
34) Actions that are _____________ refers to behavior that is deliberate and calculated, not
rash and impulsive. a) measured b) passionate c) task-oriented d) stoic e) introspective
35) ______________is characterized by a person’s lack of feeling, indifference, lack of interest,
or general unresponsiveness to a situation where a much greater response would normally be
expected. a) stoicism b) dispassionate
c) lethargy
d) apathy e) none of the above
36) All of the following are associated with a powerful feeling or driving force that acts on an
individual, a feeling or force that demands response except which. (Note: frequently the person l
may not be able to resist this feeling or force and inappropriate behavior results) a) obsession
b) impulse control disorder c) instant gratification d) peer pressure e) peak experience
37) Which of the following associations is wrong?
a) envy / painful or resentful awareness b) Romanticism / reinforced Enlightenment values
c) dispassionate / stoic d) passionate / intense feeling
e) empathy / "fellow feeling"
38) A task-oriented individual may care more about the _____________aspects and mechanics
of completing tasks than about related emotional or esthetic concerns that others might find
important. a) cognitive
b) affective c) motor
d) organizational e) physical
39) The scientific method is an example of a(n) ____________. a) algorithm b) feedback loop
c) measured approach d) systematic problem solving approach e) reverse engineering recipe
40) ________________ recognizes that, ultimately, the power of those in positions of authority
depends on the consent and co-operation of those they wield power over.
a) ethical relativism
b) discounting the future
c) asceticism
d) the military code of conduct
e) non-violence
41) Someone whose worldview has an important place for the "The Self-Restrained Person"
theme might conceivably be driven by ____________impulses or considerations.
a) hedonistic
b) instant gratification c) discounting the future d) obsessive e) financial
42) Confucian teachings proclaim that happy societies are built on a foundation of ___________
individuals. a) righteous b) cautious c) risk-taking d) passionately caring e) disciplined

43) _____________ is the feeling of being bound to act or behave in a certain way given one’s
acceptance of set of rules. a) military code of conduct b) accepting personal responsibility
c) moral obligation
d) patriotic duty
e) nationalistic pride
44) In deciding whether to restrain certain behaviors, someone whose worldview has an
important place for both the "The Self-Restrained Person" and the _______ themes most
conceivably might be driven by religious considerations. a) Golden Rule b) Moralistic God
c) Valuing Human Rights
d) Reincarnation
e) Gratitude and Forgiveness
45) All of the following might be practiced by an intelligent individual whose worldview has an
important place for the "Healthy Orientation" except which?
a) exercise regularly
b) reduce stress, be optimistic, upbeat
c) minimize exposure to cancer-causing agents
d) eat good, nutrition motivated ,diet
e) always use alternative (rather than conventional) medical practitioners
46) Of the following words often associated with someone who enjoys good food or drink which
has connotations of lack of restraint? a) hedonist b) connoisseur c) gourmet d) epicurean
47) According to health guru Dr. Dean Ornish _____________________________ has the
greatest positive impact on people's quality of life, incidence of illness and premature death.
a) feeling loved / not being lonely
b) eating a nutritionally sound diet
c) not smoking
d) regularly exercising
e) having a good genetic makeup
48) What Richard Critchfield, in his book about life in villages, refers to as “the freedom to
choose self responsibility” actually involves a) breaking the cycle of retaliatory violence
b) voluntarily limiting choices
c) objecting to discriminating and scapegoating
d) trading bitterness for forgiveness e) replacing ethical relativism with absolute morality
49) _______________ refers to a socioeconomic situation in which people’s standard of living,
freedom (in terms of choices available to them) self esteem and hope for the future is seriously
and persistently depressed. a) imprisonment for political reasons
b) addiction
c) illiteracy
d) underdevelopment
e) brainwashing
50) Addictive disorders can be traced to a) fundamental character flaws b) lack of restraint
c) physiological and psychological dependence d) peer pressure and pushers e) low self esteem
51) Perhaps surprisingly, there seems to be a link between addiction and __________________.
a) absolute poverty
b) high IQs
c) homosexuality d) creativity e) mechanical aptitude
52) Many argue that _________________should be protected under laws guaranteeing free
speech and creative expression. a) those who engage in victimless crimes b) political prisoners
c) those who would otherwise be in solitary confinement d) pornography e) whistle blowers
53) Alcohol or drug abuse treatment often involve providing recovering addicts with emotional
support and counseling that employs ___________ a) lots of “tough love”
b) peers
c) a Jungian approach
d) medications like anti-depressants
e) hypnosis
54) Screaming “Fire!” in a crowded theater when there is no fire is a common textbook example
of what is considered a) politically incorrect speech b) blasphemy c) impermissible speech
d) offensive speech which nevertheless is protected by First Amendment rights or similar laws
55) Irreverence toward something considered sacred, such as using the name of God (or other
scared deity) in an insulting, contemptuous, or defaming way is called _____________
a) sacrilegious b) pornographic c) hate inciting d) politically incorrect e) blasphemy

56) While many western governments passed laws outlawing ________________ in the
nineteenth century, it (or they) continue(s) both within and outside the law throughout the world.
a) servitude b) victimless crimes c) imprisonment for political reasons d) torture
57) Each term in the pairs below has the same relationship to its partner except those in which
pair? a) slaves / masters
b) prisoners / pushers
c) cult members / charismatic leader
d) homosexual civil union or marriage partners / organized efforts to ban such arrangements
e) those living in absolute poverty / lack of economic opportunities; grim economic realities
58) _________________ is a way to build the internal cohesiveness and loyalty of a clan.
a) cousin marriage
b) nepotism c) filial piety d) paternalism e) none of the above
59) __________________ is characterized by respect for and fidelity to natural obligations,
most notably to parents and family, and appreciation of the importance of disciplined individuals
in disciplined families. a) Islam b) Judaism c) Christianity d) Confucianism e) Paternalism
60) With respect to parenting styles, authoritarian parents and authoritative parents differ in how
___________ they are. a) demanding b) responsive c) knowledgeable d) deserving of respect
61) A parenting style in which children are granted considerable freedom as to how they can
behave is termed the _________ style. a) liberal b) tough love c) authoritative d) indulgent
62) Someone whose worldview has an important place for the "Valuing Family" theme might
believe that _________ a) family brings obligations b) family is what’s most important in life
c) government policy should strengthen family d) family is the glue that holds society together.
e) all of the above
63) Someone whose worldview has an important place for the "Tough Love" theme would
a) view the Protestant Work Ethic as old-fashioned
b) advocate an indulgent parenting style
c) believe that sometimes kindness does more harm than good. d) overprotect children
64) Parent-offspring conflicts a) typically play out the same way b) involves sibling rivalry
c) pits parents’ desire to equally invest time and energy vs. a child’s wanting a larger share
d) all of the above
e) none of the above
65) ______________ is an exaggerated sense of self love or heightened emotional investment in
one’s self, detracting from one’s appreciation of or emotional investment in others .
a) narcissism b) neurosis c) mirror neuron syndrome d) arrogance e) character disorder
66) ________________ refers to people who continually engage in maladaptive, inflexible
behavior that suggests the self image of a powerless individual who feels up against external
forces beyond his or her control.
a) narcissism b) neurosis c) mirror neuron syndrome d) arrogance e) character disorder
67) In contrast to people suffering from character disorders, neurotics tend to
a) blame others
b) have a positive self image
c) suffer little anxiety
d) accept too much responsibility
e) none of the above
68) Which of the following associations is wrong?
a) central conflict / parent vs. child b) psychotherapy / based on trusting personal relationship
c) unconscious memory / repressed memory
d) inferiority complex / magnified inadequacy
e) self actualization / ultimate personal development state

69) Beginning with fear, _____________ ends with intolerant hostility directed toward a
perceived threat. a) envy
b) harm avoidance
c) insecurity
d) jealousy
70) Unlike guilt, shame includes a) belief that you have acted dishonorably
b) punishment that is self administered
c) belief that you have violated moral standards
d) belief that other people are also aware of your regrettable actions
e) none of these
71) Socially inhibited, shy people who cautiously anticipate difficulty in certain situations and
thus plan carefully and pessimistically worry, often lack energy to cope with such anxietyproducing situations and end up passively retreating or hiding from them altogether. The best
term to use in characterizing their behavior is ____________________________.
a) insecurity b) an inferiority complex c) neurosis d) depression e) harm avoidance
72) All of the following involve special or idealized feelings for another person except which?
a) empathy
b) forgiveness
c) tolerance
d) gratitude
e) introspection
73) Each of terms in the pairs below have been previously linked together (by various authors or
critics) and / or logically belong together except which pair?
a) gratitude and reciprocity
b) happiness and suffering
c) altruism and self-sacrifice
d) humility and harmlessness
e) none of the above--there are no exceptions
74) Which of the following choices completes the sentence below in a way that makes the most
sense. Carried to an extreme, 1- ____________________ can lead to 2- ________________.
a) 1-unsolicited advice, 2-micromanaging b) 1-guilt, 2-shame c) 1-tough love, 2-scapegoating
d) 1-kinship, 2-brotherhood
e) 1-self-esteem, 2-self-actualization
75) In defining the term disability, rehabilitation professionals might emphasize that it is to be
treated through a) medical intervention b) psychological counseling c) physical therapy
d) change in societal attitudes and the manmade environment
e) none of the above
76) ________________ for people with disabilities typically means that affected people have the
opportunity and responsibility to make decisions and can exercise their right to control their own
lives. a) institutionalized care b) assisted living c) independent living d) paternalistic care
77) Whether those in wheelchairs are able to enter a building via a ramp, whether blind people
are able to read something in Braille, whether the hearing impaired are able to "listen" to an oral
presentation in sign language--all of these are examples of the _________ issue for the disabled.
a) self-respect b) equal opportunity c) assisted-living d) independent-living e) accessibility
78) Being ____________ means being sympathetic to or at least being able to allow another
individual’s indulgence in beliefs, values, practices, and behaviors that differ from or conflict
with one’s own. a) altruistic b) empathetic c) tolerant
d) humble e) respectful
79) In decision making related to offering jobs or extending other opportunities to individual
applicants, ___________________ refers to preferentially favoring members of some minority
group to make up for this group’s past, unjust exclusion from the chance to have certain
employment, educational or other opportunities. a) assisted living b) affirmative action
c) meaningful accessibility
d) actively intervening
e) none of the above
80) Someone whose worldview has an important place for which of the following might be most
hostile to a society extending generous welfare benefits to assist those in need?
a)"Valuing Human Rights" theme b)"The Golden Rule" c)"Gratitude & Forgiveness" theme
d)"Tough Love" theme
e) "The Power of Positive Thinking"

